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SUMMARY

International law firm BCLP has advised FARFETCH Limited, a leading global platform for the luxury

fashion industry, on its acquisition of Los Angeles-based Violet Grey, a luxury beauty retailer of

brands such as Augustinus Bader and Westman Atelier, and a launchpad for many of today’s iconic

beauty brands.

FARFETCH, founded in 2007, began as an e-commerce marketplace for luxury boutiques around the

world.  Today it connects with customers in over 190 countries and territories, with items from more

than 50 countries and more than 1,400 of the world’s best brands, boutiques and department stores,

to deliver a unique shopping experience and access an extensive selection of luxury on a single

platform.

Its acquisition of Violet Grey follows through on its announcement last year that it was committed

to developing the beauty category, and comes ahead of the launch of Beauty on the FARFETCH

Marketplace, scheduled for later this year.

The BCLP team was led by Corporate Partners Carol Osborne and Ian Ivory, assisted by Associates

Charles Martin and Kaley Rickert, and a multidisciplinary team from Tax, Corporate, US Securities,

Antitrust, Technology & Commercial and Employment.

Commenting on the deal, Client Relationship Partner Ian Ivory said: “We were delighted to support

FARFETCH on its latest acquisition which aligns to its announced strategy to launch Beauty later

this year.”
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This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and
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professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.


